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Block 7 � First Blooms 

 

Requirements  

Cream stitchery fabric approx.  8� x 9� � this will be trimmed back later 

! It�s Winter in my area right now and our wisteria is a bunch of bare sticks!  Soon the fluffy buds will start to form 

Iron on stabiliser (whisperweft or similar) 

DMC threads  208, 321, 436, 640, 801, 931, 937, 3012, 3021, 3863 

The stitchery part of this block measures 6 ½� x 7 ½�  

Trace the design onto a piece of cream fabric using a fine pencil or brown pigma pen 

Cut a piece of stabiliser and iron it to the back of the cream fabric.  The shiny side is the glue side so make sure it faces the wrong 
side of the fabric 

Follow the stitchery guide to complete all embroidery, press your finished work and trim back to  6 ½� wide x 7 ½� high, centreing 
the design 

! There�s a trick to separating your stranded cotton threads.  Find the end of a single thread, hold the remaining 5 threads 
in your opposite hand and gently pull the single thread out.  The rest of them will bunch up but easily fall back into line with a little 

shake � I haven�t had a knot yet ☺ 

 

Stitchery Guide � numbers in brackets indicate the number of threads to use 

Backstitch � BS, French Knot � FK, Lazy Daisy � LD, Straignt Stitch � StrS 

 

 

208 very dk lavender Wisteria flowers � LD (1) 
321 red Little butterfly wings � BS & FK (1) 
436 tan Little butterfly bodies � BS & a FK (1) at the tne end of each antennae, Kookaburra beak � BS (2) 
640 very dark beige grey Wisteria vine � BS (2) 
801 dk coffee brown Tree trunk � BS (2) 
931 md antique blue Wing feathers � BS (1) 
937 med avocado green Tree � BS (2) Crosses on tree StrS (1) 
3012 med khaki green Ground line under tree � BS (2), All leaves on vine � LD (2) 
3021 very dark brown grey Nails � BS (1), Kookaburra feet � BS (2), Eye � single StrS above a FK (1) 
3863 med mocha beige Post and beams of arbor � BS (2), lines on posts � BS (1), Kookaburra body and wing � BS (2) & 2 

small StrS at the back of his head 
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